COVID SAFETY AGREEMEN
*ALL registering dancers must have a COVID
test result on le BEFORE their rst day of
scheduled classes. Regardless of vaccination
status.Test must be dated within (2) weeks of
their start date. Email the of cial results to
dance4life1@yahoo.com, showing a
NEGATIVE result. Be sure the name, date
and results are clearly seen. Dancers will be
required to have COVID testing results on le
to return for classes after the winter break
and spring break. All results must be within
(2) weeks of the return dates. We reserve the
right to ask for additional COVID test results if
situations warrant.
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*Dancers upon arrival, will get temperature
checked with a contact free thermometer
BEFORE entering the lobby. Dancers that
have a temperature of 99 degrees or higher
will not be permitted to enter and train that
day. Participation will always be contingent on

a normal temperature reading. Dancers that
feel ill or under the weather in ANY WAY,
should stay home. In addition, if you have a
normal temperature reading but are exhibiting
symptoms of cough, congestion, sneezing,
runny nose, or upset stomach, DANCE4LIFE
reserves the right to refuse the student’s entry
or send them home. This includes symptoms
from the common cold and or allergies.
*The building will be unlocked 15 minutes
before each class to allow for COVID
screening entry time, and will be locked 10
minutes after classes are scheduled to begin.
Dancers arriving later than 10 minutes into
the training hour will not be able to gain
access.

 


 


*All dancers must wear a plain lightweight
black mask to participate in class. The mask
must be design and logo free. This color has
been selected in an effort to maintain our high
standard of a uniform dress code within the

Institute. DANCE4LIFE will have disposable
lightweight masks available in the event one
is needed. They will be $2 each. Make
cashapp payment to $dance4lifepay and put
mask in the memo.

 


 


*Parents/guardians dropping off and picking
up dancers should remain outside of the
building. The student ONLY will go through
our COVID screening upon arrival. At the end
of class, dancers will be dismissed out of the
building to waiting cars. Younger dancers will
be guided to their parents waiting outside of
the door at dismissal. In the event that the
parent/guardian must come into the building
with a question for our registrar, only (1) will
be permitted in at a time and a mask must be
worn at all times, regardless of vaccination
status. Although, we are requesting that
questions/concerns be sent via email and a
response will be given through return email or
phone call.

*DANCE4LIFE will not accept cash payments
this season. Although, checks and cashapp
will still be accepted.

DANCE4LIFE will continue to monitor this
very uid situation and make adjustments to
the above information as needed. Our
operational decisions will re ect our enduring
interest to do what is best for the health and
safety of both our clients and staff. Thank you
for your patience, understanding and
continued support.
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PLEASE SIGN AND DATE BELOW,
ACKNOWLEDGING YOU HAVE READ,
UNDERSTAND AND ARE IN FULL
COMPLIANCE WITH THESE COVID
SAFETY MEASURES.

___________________________________
Parent/Guardian & Dat

_


_
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___________________________________
Student’s Name & Date

